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This daughter of a rock star has it all---until murder crashes her world. The exciting and suspenseful

Rayne Tour series features sixteen-year-old Shaley O'Connor, on tour with her mother's popular

band. Shaley lives in a whirlwind of backstage secrets, hotels, and limos. With beauty and fame of

her own, Shaley wants for nothing ... except the one thing she can't have. During a concert,

sixteen-year-old Shaley O'Connor stumbles upon the body of a friend backstage. Is Tom Hutchens'

death connected to her? Frightening messages arrive. Paparazzi stalk Shaley. Her private

nightmare is displayed for all to see. Where is God at a time like this? As the clock runs out, Shaley

must find Tom's killer---before he strikes again.
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Could a novel targeted at middle school girls possibly be more cliched than this one? The

characters in this book are not good role models for teenage girls. The multiple older men who are

obsessed with the main character was a disturbing element that made me wonder what the authors

could possibly have been thinking, especially given that one of them was depicted in a positive

light.This novel is a short, easy read. The mystery itself is actually quite good, with a red herring that

can easily mislead, but with the actual killer well set up. But the mystery is the only thing about the

book that's any good.Where to start? The main character, Shaley O'Connor and her best friend

Brittany are both 'popular and attractive' -- thin, beautiful, fashion and makeup conscious, with no

subtlety or depth to their characters. Shaley is annoyingly immature; what depth she has involves

whining and throwing temper tantrums about her missing father, and her famous mother who



doesn't pay enough attention to her. She insists that she would give up all the money and perks for

time with her mother, but in the very next scene is off spending atrocious amounts of money

shopping for clothes.Brittany, her best friend, is little more than an accessory. She has no

personality, aside from the bizarre quirk of 'sometimes being able to see the future' (a very crude

plot device that is used once, unnecessarily, at the beginning and is never useful again). She

disappears when it's inconvenient to have her around, so that she's left behind several times when

Shaley goes to do important stuff elsewhere. And when the time comes for Shaley to finally really

break down and need comfort, even with Brittany right there, she calls in a third party to console

her.
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